Global Challenges — 3:30-4:30
Moderator: Professor Elizabeth Sanders (Government)

Zihao Liu, Chinese Nationalism and China’s Naval Development


***

Art Theory & Consumption -- 4:30-5:15
Moderator: Professor Annetta Alexandridis (History of Art & Classics)

Jeanne Kessira, Ferran Adrià and Contemporary Catalan Cuisine: Redefining Culinary Boundaries.

Mai-Lee Picard, End of Art? What End of Art?

***

Break

***

Patterns and Cognition — 5:30 to 6:15
Moderator: Professor Wayne Harbert (Linguistics)

Julia Klein, The Catchiness Phenomenon: Understanding the relationship between earworms, musical memory and genre-specific preferences for music

Adam Mahar, Exploring the Syntax-Prosody Interface via Phase Boundaries

For more information, contact as_csp@cornell.edu or visit as.cornell.edu/college_scholar